Abstract-Optical wavelength-routed networks enable parallel transmission of massive datasets on nonoverlapping wavelength channels. However, as the sizes of scientific workflows increase, the availability of multiwavelength resources will fall short of supporting application needs. Rather, these resources must be allocated intelligently, efficiently, and flexibly to bear the burden of high-volume science. We propose lightpath-switching to support modification to the set of wavelength/route resources used to carry and transmit a lightpath signal intermittently throughout its lifetime. Lightpath-switching exposes the scheduler to flexible consumption of unused, fragmented resources during the request schedule but requires neither underlying network technology nor equipment enhancement. We explore the efficacy of lightpath-switching in terms of wavelength-switching, path-switching, and a combination of the two techniques. We prove these problems are NP-complete and develop optimization models and efficient heuristics to quantitatively and qualitatively evaluate the solution space against optimality benchmarks. Our evaluations consider cross-dimension resource consumption from the time, space, and spectrum domains, and our findings indicate great potential for increasing network-wide resource savings, particularly via wavelength-switching. Furthermore, evidence is presented to defend the claim that spectral flexibility has a greater impact on resource utilization efficiency than spatial flexibility.
I. INTRODUCTION
I nterlaboratory cooperation and multinational collaboration among scientists has led to the emergence of highly distributed experimentation and analytics workflows. The ubiquity of ultra-fast, high-bandwidth networks is now essential for supporting current science opportunities and promoting expansion of next-generation applications. Emerging workflows include efforts such as the particle physics experiments conducted at the Large Hadron Collider in Geneva [1] as well as the proposed Square Kilometre Array, to be constructed in the deserts of Australia and South Africa, which represents the world's largest public science project [2] . Both of these projects are expected to generate data at exascale within a decade. Such data volume and dependence on distributed collaboration has also led to the essential requirement to not only use high-bandwidth networks but also to efficiently utilize the resources available therein. In short, networks must be made smarter as well as faster. Wavelength division multiplexed (WDM) networks are tried and true technological solutions to support large-scale scientific workflow requirements; however, the technology must be intelligently harnessed to effectively prepare core networks for emerging extreme-scale applications.
This work focuses on increasing the efficiency of WDM core networks through establishing lightpaths to harness flexibility across multiple resource domains. Temporal flexibility is represented through exploration of advance reservation (AR) demands that request scheduling in advance of service uptime [3] . Networks employing AR services benefit from predictable scheduling and resource allocation around a set of competing or conflicting lightpaths [4, 5] . For example, collaborative scientific applications rarely occur without significant planning of start and end times, durations, and knowledge on how to configure equipment to obtain, transport, analyze, and evaluate information resulting from experiments of such scale. Large businesses and laboratories alike exhibit the necessity to regularly back up or replicate files, directories, critical data, customer records, and the like at one or more remote storage facilities, server depots, or cloud repositories. These operations are often considered background tasks, secondary in importance to regular business missions, and are likely automated, noninteractive, and nonimmediate in nature. One key component of this planning involves how and when to configure the network to best service the communication requirements of these applications. Since resource availability and demand characteristics are both understood in advance, optimizing a schedule based on how the network provider wants to utilize available resources becomes a powerful opportunity for enhancing networkwide efficiency.
This work focuses specifically on predictable specifiedtime, specified-duration (STSD) AR applications, which explicitly outline the specific start time and end time of a scheduled transmission as well as the reservation duration [4, 5] . STSD provisioning has been investigated as a two-stage approach, wherein resources are guaranteed at the time of demand arrival, but the specific set of resources to be allocated is delayed or reoptimized based on competing reservations [6, 7] . The work in [8] identifies time-disjoint lightpath requests and provisions them in groups in an effort to maximize wavelength reuse when no flexibility is offered to the scheduling window for each lightpath. AR demands with scheduling flexibility and sliding request windows have also been extensively studied and compared to STSD in terms of resource consumption efficiency [9, 10] . For a comprehensive survey of notable AR works in optical networks, we refer the reader to [11] .
This work focuses on the problem of scheduled lightpath establishment (SLE) for sets of STSD traffic demands. 1 The work in [12, 13] applies optimization models and heuristics to identify working solutions for both dedicated and shared protection schemes for SLE in wavelength-convertible networks. The SLE problem is similar to dynamic routing, wavelength, and time-slot assignment introduced in [14] . Therein, a dynamic time division multiplexing architecture is introduced, wherein sessions declare their bandwidth requirements in units of subwavelength granularity timeslots. The objective of these works is to approximate IP network behavior without facing the challenges of all-optical packet switching by assigning the entire wavelength granularity to each demand in a cyclic, time-sharing manner. Scheduled AR sessions are not considered however.
Improving SLE resource consumption efficiency has been previously investigated. The works in [6, 15] minimize wavelength resource fragmentation over time by restructuring and reoptimizing the established schedule periodically. Scheduling optimization through prioritizing time-independent pairs of requests has been investigated in an effort to minimize the greedy bias resulting from inorder scheduling [8] . Potential for combining spatial and spectral flexibility has also been considered in elastic optical networks [16] where the transponder technology supports resizable spectral bands, which can be reconfigured and allocated on demand. The authors have considered the additional spatial dimension of multimode and multicore fibers and present a number of potential flexibility options made available through combining these dimensions. However, the study does not incorporate AR scheduling. Lightpath migration supports alterations to lightpath routes and wavelengths just prior to connection setup to better accommodate later-arriving requests [17] . None of these works support opportunities for reassigning lightpath solutions during a given request's schedule.
In this work, we propose enhancing SLE demand scheduling by allowing the resources that comprise a reservation's lightpath solution to vary intermittently through the demand's lifetime, reducing conflict overhead with competing requests. We refer to this enhancement as time-slotted lightpath-switching or simply LPS. LPS requires no network equipment enhancements but does necessitate a lightpath scheduling system with global knowledge about resource availability. Throughout this work, we decompose LPS into two categories: time-slotted wavelength-switching (λ-switching) and time-slotted path-switching (P-switching). λ-switching supports reassignment of the specific wavelength consumed throughout a portion of the lightpath's lifetime. Note that λ-switching is not synonymous with intra-route wavelength conversion. 2 Wavelength continuity is maintained throughout a lightpath for each specified time interval, but the wavelength may be altered between intervals. P-switching is the similar ability for a lightpath to consume a set of nonuniform routes through the physical network. Only one such route can be consumed at any time, and the source-destination pair must always be connected by the set of solutions. P-switching may provide a reduction in resource consumption by temporarily routing around existing lightpaths.
3 Figure 1 offers an illustration of a single demand that undergoes LPS twice, first via P-switching at time t 2 , then λ-switching at t 3 .
The objective of this paper is to combine and evaluate the benefits and trade-offs of incorporating both spatial and spectral LPS into the SLE solution space under varying degrees of resource assignment flexibility. We therefore propose two novel SLE extensions, namely, scheduled lightpath establishment with P-switching (SLE-P) and scheduled lightpath establishment with both P-switching and λ-switching (SLE-Pλ). These LPS problems are detailed and evaluated to determine what advantages, if any, they provide over SLE without resource-switching and scheduled lightpath establishment with λ-switching (SLE-λ). Furthermore, we thoroughly investigate the relative performance improvements yielded by these techniques in an effort to draw conclusions about the efficacy of switching resources in space versus spectrum.
Section II summarizes the relevant approaches, findings, and conclusions drawn from our previous study on SLE-λ and motivates the additional incorporation of spatial flexibility into the solution space as pursued throughout the remainder of the article. Section III defines the network scope and resource assumptions and describes the considered traffic sets. Formal SLE-P and SLE-Pλ problems are formally defined in Section IV, proven to belong to the complexity class NP-complete in Section V, and modeled mathematically to optimize their solutions spaces in Section VI. Heuristic solutions are presented in Section VII, and extensive performance evaluations are covered in Section VIII. Concluding remarks and discussion of future scope expansion are offered in Section IX. Fig. 1 . LPS in action: P-switching occurs at t 2 , λ-switching at t 3 .
1 "Scheduled lightpath demands" is the preferred term in some literature. 2 Networks with wavelength conversion capabilities allow for very efficient resource consumption but are often not economic at scale, and we therefore consider nonconvertible networks only.
II. PRIOR CONTRIBUTION
Our previous efforts in [19] have extensively investigated SLE-λ and λ-switching. The reader is directed to that publication for complete details, however, we provide a brief summary of the primary contributions here. SLE with and without λ-switching has been proven to belong to the complexity class NP-complete, and integer linear program (ILP) models have been formulated to describe the optimal solution space of SLE and SLE-λ. Efficient SLE resource assignment heuristics have also been developed and applied to these problems. The best-performing of these heuristics implements void-filling of available wavelengths throughout each lightpath scheduling window and will thus switch wavelengths as often as possible in an effort to preserve the lowest-index unused wavelength at each time interval. Thorough analysis of this λ-switching heuristic has shown that the potential spectral flexibility demonstrates very conservative resource allocation at the cost of a higher average quantity of wavelengths assigned to each request. Tight heuristic bounds have also been developed to serve as a baseline for comparison at scale on large networks for large traffic sets of varying temporal correlation between reservation schedules.
Included here is a collection of relevant data from which we have drawn our conclusions. All routes (with the exception of ILP solutions) are fixed, predetermined shortest paths (by hop count) calculated by Dijkstra's algorithm, which remain immutable throughout the entirety of each demand's reservation window, regardless of whether or not λ-switching is employed. All reservations are satisfied over the course of a single scheduling window, with any given request's duration lasting between 1 24 to 1 2 of that window. This assumption is enforced to support a variety of demands while preventing any single lightpath from monopolizing the available network resources for more than half of the prospective schedule. We assume sufficient transponders and receivers in the network to support all connection demands. Since these results include ILP solutions, only small request set sizes can be considered; the number of requests is R 15. Wavelength-slot consumption, or the intersection of spectral and temporal resources, is represented as the ratio of consumed slots to available slots. Lower consumption represents more efficient resource utilization of wavelengths across time. Figure 2 summarizes our findings. The data points labeled "ILP" represent the optimal results obtained using analytical solution space analysis. These data represent SLE solutions incorporating optimal combinations of request ordering and route computation, as well as wavelength and wavelength-slot assignment. We have also considered modified ILPs, labeled "ILP-Fixed," which compute fixed routes identically to Dijkstra's algorithm for each source-destination pair. These data allow us to observe the effects of restrictive routing upon optimality. Data labeled "Lower Bound" represent bounds on the heuristics, such that any wavelength-slot assignment heuristics cannot outperform these values given the same assumptions. It may be observed for both metrics, wavelength consumption [ Fig. 2(a) ] and wavelength-slot consumption [ Fig. 2(b) ], that the ILP-Fixed results exhibit a sizable gap in performance when compared to the optimal ILPs. More importantly, however, the computed bounds match the ILP-Fixed results identically, demonstrating that the performance gap between heuristics and optimality represents a disparity introduced exclusively through routing flexibility or a lack thereof.
These figures illustrate the motivation for expanding on the previous work. Our goal now is to try and shrink the gap between heuristic performance and the optimal SLE solutions through the introduction of flexibility in the spatial (routing) domain. By adaptively selecting paths during scheduling, and/or performing P-switching throughout a lightpath's lifetime, we posit that the current bounds can be improved upon; a result we denote as successful harnessing of additional spatial flexibility. 
III. NETWORK RESOURCE ASSUMPTIONS
This section details assumptions concerning the structure and capabilities of the optical network as well as the reservation scheduler.
A. Discrete Time-Slots
We discretize the time domain into work units called time-slots. These time-slots are of a uniform and fixed duration, and each slot represents the minimum quantity of time for which an operation that alters the state of the network may last. Furthermore, any such unit of work that alters the state of the network must occur at the beginning of a time-slot and must finish at the end of a (possibly later) time-slot, with no gap in time-slot contiguity. Lightpaths will compete for available network resources during time-slots within their periods of respective overlap.
B. Temporal Correlation
The authors of [4] introduce a metric for describing the temporal correlation among a set of overlapping demands. Our input traffic assumptions incorporate such a correlation factor (CF) as an independent variable to explore a range of traffic scenarios during evaluation. If requests in the traffic set do not overlap heavily in the time domain, the set will exhibit a low CF (approaching 0), meaning there is low competition for network resources. Likewise, a high CF (approaching 1), indicates that requests do overlap significantly.
C. Cross-Domain Resource Granularity
Throughout this paper multiple dimensions are considered in combination in order to harness flexibility in time, space, and spectrum (often all at once). Lightpaths that are time-independent will compete for neither space nor spectrum resources. Similarly, lightpaths that are space-independent will not compete for time or spectrum resources. In addition to wavelength resource consumption, we describe and evaluate behavior and performance of the proposed LPS approaches at cross-domain resource granularities.
1) Discrete Wavelength-Slots: These resources represent the intersection of the time and spectrum resource domains and are space-agnostic. Specifically, a wavelength-slot is the combination of a discrete wavelength resource and a discrete time-slot resource. The set of available resources throughout the network may therefore be represented as a matrix of these combinations, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . A wavelength-slot represents the smallest unit of resource reservation available on any given link throughout the network topology.
2) Discrete Wavelength-Link-Slots: Wavelength-linkslot resources represent the intersection of all three independent domains: time, space, and spectrum. These resources have the finest possible granularity, and no two lightpaths may share a single wavelength-link-slot, regardless of temporal or spatial overlap. Figure 4 illustrates how wavelength-link-slot resource consumption is computed and may be affected by LPS. Figure 4 (a) shows three precomputed paths, indexed in order of length, from which a lightpath may select its designated route(s). The incoming request needs to traverse the entire network from node S to node D for two time-slots. Figure 4 (b) shows the state of wavelength consumption at individual topology links for both time-slots within the reservation period; the states change between time-slots, and any resources already in use may not be consumed by the incoming lightpath. If no LPS is allowed, the same path must be used throughout the scheduling window. Given the changing state of resource availability, all path selections require the establishment along a third previously unused wavelength. The shortest path k 1 is assigned for both time-slots. The cost for the new request is computed as the individual resources that are consumed: two wavelength-link-slots at t 1 and two at t 2 for a total cost of 4 (labeled as w∕l∕s in the figure). If λ-switching is permitted, the same path must be used for both time-slots, but the wavelength consumed along the path can change. Path k 1 would require a third wavelength at t 2 , while k 2 would require the same at both time-slots. Path k 3 has only consumed one wavelength Fig. 3 . Temporo-spectral resource granularity: wavelength-slots.
Non-switch:
Previously consumed resources and incoming assignment. at each time-slot, and so it is the preferred path. Wavelength λ 1 is assigned at t 1 and λ 2 at t 2 . In an attempt to minimize wavelength consumption, the λ-switching technique has selected a path with four links to traverse. The total cost is therefore 8 resources, which is more than the baseline non-switching alternative. The P-switching approach exerts flexibility differently and is able to traverse k 1 on λ 2 at t 1 and switch paths to k 3 on λ 2 at t 2 . The resource cost is greater during the second time-slot, given the longer path, for a total of 6. This example illustrates that increased flexibility may offer savings at some resource granularity but is likely to sacrifice low wavelength-linkslot cost as a side effect. LPS solutions with good performance should therefore reduce cost at wavelength and wavelength-slot granularities without a significant tradeoff in terms of high wavelength-link-slot consumption.
D. Lightpath Resource-Switching Overhead
P-switching is expected to be more costly than λ-switching since the former requires not only the establishment of a new physical route between time-slots but also the assignment of a wavelength for the new route as well. Switching overhead is on the order of subseconds, while lightpath durations may be measured in terms of minutes, hours, or even days. Any overhead resulting from wavelength or path reconfiguration might therefore be mitigated by employing guard times between time-slots or considering longer slot durations [20] . If the duration of a time-slot is large compared to the switching duration, the overhead may be effectively buffered into the beginning or end of a time-slot. An investigation into technologies and empirical measurements necessary to perform such buffering falls beyond the scope of this work; however, such overhead is held to theoretical account in later analysis through quantification of the switching frequency imposed on each lightpath demand.
IV. PROBLEM DEFINITIONS
SLE-P and SLE-Pλ are now formally defined, including problem inputs and solution assumptions. Differences from SLE-λ and non-switching SLE are highlighted.
Given:
fG; W; T; Rg: G V; E with V network nodes and E network edges, i.e., fiber links. W is the set of available wavelengths on each edge. T is the set of time-slots. R is a static set of AR lightpath requests, wherein each r ∈ R may be defined as r s r ; d r ; α r ; ω r ; τ r ; l r ; x r , such that s r ∈ V is the source node, d r ∈ V − fs r g is the destination node, α r ≥ t now is the earliest start time (time-slot) of the reservation, ω r ≥ α r is the latest completion time (time-slot) of the resource reservation, and the duration τ r ω r − α r 1. The value l r represents the upper limit on the number of unique (possibly overlapping) route solutions that may be used to support the demand throughout its reservation lifetime, while x r may be defined as the upper limit on the number of unique wavelengths that can carry the optical signal over any route during a single contiguous lightpath period, i.e., a period in which no P-switching occurs.
Homogeneous Assumptions:
No wavelength-link-slot resource may be shared between any pair of reservations. A wavelength-slot resource is shared between two reservations if and only if those reservations do not overlap physically on topology G. A single wavelength-slot may be consumed on a network edge by exactly one lightpath at any given time-slot. Lightpath solutions must adhere to the constraint of wavelength continuity throughout the route at each time-slot and may not occupy more than one wavelength during any time-slot. Solutions must adhere to the principles of time continuity, such that breaking the reservation into smaller separately scheduled partitions is disallowed. Lightpaths must be reserved for a minimum span of one time-slot and a maximum span of τ r time-slots.
Definition: SLE-P
The value x r 1 for every r ∈ R. The physical route traversed at each time-slot of a request's schedule may be altered, and in such a case, assignment of a (possibly) different wavelength on a new route is considered practical and free. If a path that has been established early in the schedule is reused again after a P-switch to a new route, the wavelength consumed along the path is not required to be identical to that used during the earlier allocation; however, only a single wavelength resource may be consumed throughout the period in which each route is allocated.
Definition: SLE-Pλ
The values l r ≥ 1 and x r ≥ 1 for every r ∈ R. The physical route traversed, or the wavelength assigned to carry the optical signal may be altered between time-slots. If a path that has been established early in the schedule is reused again after a P-switch to a new route, the wavelength(s) consumed along the path is not required to be identical to the wavelength(s) used during the earlier allocation.
Variant: SLE-λ
The value l r 1 for every r ∈ R. The same physical route must be traversed at each time-slot of a request's schedule; however, the assigned wavelength may be switched between time-slots.
Variant: SLE
The values l r 1 and x r 1 for every r ∈ R. The same lightpath must be assigned at each time-slot of a request's schedule.
V. NP-COMPLETE PROOF
Our previous work in [19] formally proves that the SLE baseline and SLE-λ problems are both members of the complexity class NP-complete, meaning that there is likely no efficient solution to be found that operates in polynomial runtime for any generalized set of inputs. Here, we prove that the novel problems, SLE-P and SLE-Pλ, exhibit the same nondeterministic complexity. The procedure for such a proof has been well accepted since the 1960s [21] and may be summarized as the combination of proofs that a problem belongs to (a) the class NP and (b) the class NP-hard. The following proofs demonstrate that both conditions are met by SLE-P and SLE-Pλ for any generalized inputs. Both proofs are conducted in parallel and combined where possible.
A. Proof of Complexity: NP
The complexity class NP includes those problems that may be solved nondeterministically in polynomial time. A problem may be conclusively classified as belonging to NP if every given solution may be tested for correctness in polynomial time.
THEOREM: SLE-Pλ ∈ NP.
PROOF: Lightpaths must be satisfied along connected routes at each time-slot of the prescribed reservation window for each request. Different wavelengths may be used at each time-slot; however, only one lightpath may be established with only a single wavelength used to carry the signal at each slot. Connectivity may be determined by examining the routing solution at each time-slot to ensure there are no physical gaps in the lightpath and that the source and destination nodes are both represented. This can be tested in OV since the longest possible route through the network would traverse all nodes, and loops are disallowed. Wavelength continuity can be tested by traversing each link and ensuring the same wavelength resource is used throughout in OV. Testing for a single wavelength per link requires traversal of all wavelength resources on each link, which can be computed in OVW. All of these operations can be performed in parallel but must be considered for the entire set of time-slots within each request's reservation window: OTV V VW. Solutions must be verified for the entire reservation set: ORTVW 1. R, V, W, and T are all assigned integer values for any input, and thus a solution may be tested in polynomial time. This satisfies the condition of the proof.
▪ THEOREM: SLE-P ∈ NP.
PROOF:
The proof for SLE-P is identical to SLE-Pλ with one additional caveat requiring that the same wavelength must be used at every time-slot of any given contiguous lightpath period observed during a request's duration. Therefore, such periods must first be identified by inspecting the paths at contiguous time-slots to determine if they are the same or different. Note that only two time-slots ever need to be compared, such that the inspection takes at most T − 1 comparisons for a total of OTV. These operations can be conducted in parallel with those described for SLE-Pλ; thus, the complexity for verifying a solution to SLE-P is ORTV V V VW, which is theoretically identical to its more flexible counterpart. ▪
Through the above proofs, we conclude the following:
B. Proof of Complexity: NP-Hard SLE-P is a general form of SLE in which an upper limit on the number of lightpaths is specified. To represent a non-switching SLE request as an SLE-P request, the value l r may be explicitly set to 1 for each demand. Transformation (1) 
Algorithm 1: Algorithm SLE Input: Topology graph G V; E, Set of available wavelengths W, Set of time-slots T, Set of lightpath requests: R, such that every r ∈ R is defined as r s; d; α; ω; τ. Output: Set of lightpaths satisfying R.
Transform r → r 0 , using Transformations (1) and (2). 4 R 0 ← r 0 5 return Algorithm LPS G; W; T; R 0 THEOREM: fSLE-P; SLE-Pλg ∈ NP-hard.
We now prove that the SLE problem, which is known to have a complexity described by NP-complete and therefore inherently also NP-hard, reduces to the LPS problems SLE-P and SLE-Pλ in polynomial time. We offer proof of reduction using a detailed four-step procedure. 1) Construct an algorithm to reduce the known NP-hard problem to the novel problem using LPS subroutine calls. 2) Show that this algorithm is able to run in polynomial time, excluding the calls to the LPS subroutines.
3) Show that given correct output from the LPS subroutine, the input into the SLE algorithm produces a valid result. 4) Show that given input that produces a valid solution to the SLE problem, the output from the LPS subroutine is also correct.
1)
We assume that an algorithm exists to solve the LPS problem. We will generalize this algorithm as Algorithm LPS ; however, the reader should note that this is merely an umbrella algorithm that represents two individual but very similar unique algorithms for each of the two novel LPS problems involved. We employ this single algorithm to group both problems into a single concise proof. Given this assumption, we are able to construct Algorithm SLE described by Algorithm 1, which reduces SLE to each of the novel LPS problems. Lines 3 and 4 of Algorithm SLE depict how any lightpath request in the set R SLE can be mapped to an equivalent but more generally expressed request in R LPS . Line 5 returns the result of Algorithm LPS , thereby marrying the inputs and outputs of both algorithms.
2) The transformation operation on Line 3 is trivial and can be done in constant time for each demand. Therefore, the runtime complexity of Algorithm SLE (excluding the call to the Algorithm LPS subroutine) is dependent on the request input set: OR.
3) and 4) Given the return statement on Line 5, the output from Algorithm LPS is identical to the output of Algorithm SLE . It is therefore a trivial task to conclude that valid LPS subroutine output always ensures valid SLE output and vice versa. ▪
Through the above proof, we conclude the following:
∴ SLE-Pλ ∈ NP-hard.
C. Proof of Complexity: NP-Complete
Membership to both NP and NP-hard is now proven.
∴ SLE-P ∈ NP-complete.
∴ SLE-Pλ ∈ NP-complete.
VI. LPS ILP FORMULATIONS
We now present novel ILPs to model, describe, and solve the SLE-P and SLE-Pλ problems with the objective of minimizing the number of wavelengths used throughout the network. No initial limit on the number of wavelengths supported by the network is assumed.
A. ILP: SLE-Pλ
Given the following input parameters:
The set of nodes in the physical network topology.
Nodes i, j, k ∈ V. W: The set of wavelengths available on each fiber link.
Wavelength λ ∈ W. T: The set of time-slots covering the request schedule.
Time-slot t ∈ T. R: The set of AR requests. Request r ∈ R s r ; d r ; α r ; ω r ; τ r ; l r ; x r . s r : Source node of r. s r ∈ V. d r : Destination node of r. d r ≠ s r ∈ V. α r : Earliest starting time-slot of r. ω r : Latest ending time-slot of r. τ r : Duration of r, measured in time-slots. l r : Upper limit on unique routes assigned to r. x r : Upper limit on wavelengths per route of r.
A ij 1: If a physical link exists from node i to node j. 0∶ Otherwise.
The ILP will solve for the following variables: Subject to:
Constraints (3) and (4) limit a request to a single wavelength per time-slot. Constraint (5) states that a lightpath may only be established on link i; j if there is a physical connection on which it can be supported. Constraint (6) is a variation on the standard flow-constraint for WDM circuits; the variable L rt on the right-hand side of the equation limits physical flows to be established exclusively at timeslots when lightpaths are established. Constraint (7) states that the set of provisioned wavelength-slots must satisfy the entire duration of the request. Furthermore, lightpaths are established only at time-slots within the requested duration. Constraint (8) states that two lightpaths may occupy the same physical resource if and only if they are time-independent. Constraint (9) defines W Max in terms of provisioned wavelength-slots.
Constraints (10)- (12) restrict the solution space to consider only time-continuous reservations.
B. ILP: SLE-P
The previous ILP supports both P-switching and λ-switching as complimentary flexibility options. The following model incorporates enhancements to disallow λ-switching unless there is an accompanying P-switch. We incorporate the following additional variables: Additional Constraints (13)-(21) define these new variables in terms of existing ones. Constraint (22) ensures that the upper limit on the number of wavelengths used to provision a given request is no greater than the number of physical routes on which the request is satisfied. This ensures that any shared links among paths will consume a maximum of P rt wavelengths per time-slot. Constraint (23) limits λ-switching occurrences to pair exclusively with P-switches.
; ∀ i ≠ j ∈ V; r ∈ R; t > t 0 ∈ T:
C. Optimizing Cross-Dimension Resource Consumption
The ILP objective is wavelength consumption minimization. However, resource consumptions must also be considered at finer granularities. We incorporate the following variables, constraints, and objective functions to minimize wavelength-slot and wavelength-link-slot consumption.
If any r ∈ R consumes wavelength-slot (λ, t). 0 ∶ Otherwise. Constraints (24)-(27) define wavelength-slot consumption. Constraints (28)-(31) define wavelength-link-slot consumption.
The new objectives inherently minimize wavelength consumption.
Wavelength-slot objective: minimize: WS Max WS Used .
Wavelength-link-slot objective: minimize: WLS Max WLS Used .
VII. SPATIAL FLEXIBILITY HEURISTICS
Given proof that the proposed LPS problems are NP-complete, the optimal solutions described by the ILPs presented in the previous section are impractical to obtain at scale, supporting optimization for only very small scheduling solutions. As such, we have endeavored to examine these problems at scale through detailed heuristic analysis. In this section, we define each heuristic and evaluate them both quantitatively and qualitatively in later sections.
A. Adaptive Path Selection and Sorting
In order to ascertain the efficacy of spatial flexibility, opportunities to exercise it must be available. We make available a set of precomputed routes of size K using Yen's algorithm [22] . 4 Paths from among this set will be selected adaptively for each lightpath reservation individually based upon the current state. If the least-cost path cannot be traversed without consuming an additional, previously unused wavelength resource, the remaining K-paths may be substituted as alternatives in an effort to circumvent the penalty overhead. Cost ties are broken using a bakery algorithm based on the initial order returned by Yen's algorithm. These heuristics choose an appropriate path based on shortest-path first ordering, minimum window wavelength (MWW) consumption, minimum window wavelength-slot (MWS) consumption, or minimum window wavelength-link-slot resource (MWR) consumption. The MWW, MWS, and MWR selection heuristics evaluate the consumption state of resources at various granularities within the current request's scheduling window. Preliminary evaluation [23] has determined that this myopic view of resource utilization offers superior performance over inspecting the entire prospective schedule of the full demand set.
Consider the example in Fig. 5 in which a request r from node S to node D that is scheduled during time-slots t 1 −t 3 is to be serviced. Figure 5(a) shows the K-paths fk 1 ; k 2 ; k 3 g, which are candidates for servicing r. Figure 5(b) shows the current state of the network during the reservation window, including which wavelengths are consumed on each network link. Should a given path overlap with a resource in use, the implication is that selecting said path will require consumption of additional resources. The goal of these heuristics is therefore to identify the route with the minimum cost. The consumption cost is computed in the following three ways. 1) The wavelength cost of a given path k is incremented for every currently consumed wavelength present on one of k's links. Wavelengths are only counted once per path.
2) The wavelength-slot cost of path k is incremented for every currently consumed slot on one of k's links. Wavelength resources are thus counted at each time-slot for which they are consumed.
3) The wavelengthlink-slot cost of path k is incremented for each unique resource consumed on the path.
The table in Fig. 5(c) shows the current consumption cost values of each path prior to selection for the incoming request. At t 1 , the wavelength λ 1 is in use along links traversed by all three paths, and the wavelength consumption cost [column heading "w" in Fig. 5(c) ] at t 1 is thus incremented by one for all paths. So too is the wavelength-slot cost (column heading "w∕s") since all three paths consume resource λ 1 ; t 1 . The wavelength-link-slot cost is not identical among all paths, however. Resources are consumed along three links of path k 1 , just one link of k 2 , and three links within k 3 . The consumption table is updated to reflect these totals for t 1 (column heading "w∕l∕s"). At t 2 , a different resource consumption state exists throughout the network. The columns in the cost table reflect only additional costs when compared to t 1 . For example, no resources are consumed at all along path k 1 , so no cost is accrued. Wavelength λ 1 is again used on k 2 , albeit on a different link, and a new wavelength λ 2 has been added to the set of consumed resources. The cost of the first wavelength was already charged to this path during the previous time-slot, so the additional cost during t 2 is 1 wavelength. However, two new wavelength-slot resources λ 1 ; t 2 and λ 2 ; t 2 are consumed, leading to an additional cost of 2 resources at this granularity on the path. Wavelength-link-slots are computed similarly. Path k 3 meanwhile is not charged for wavelengths, since λ 1 was already consumed during t 1 but receives a cost of 1 for both other granularities. This procedure is then repeated for time-slot t 3 . Of note is that path k 1 is charged twice for wavelength-link-slots because even though wavelength λ 2 is the only new wavelength consumed during this time-slot, it is used across two distinct links, each of which carries an associated cost. The final three columns of the tables display the total costs computed for each path during the reservation window at each resource granularity. The column headings represent the path selection algorithm that would harness the information in each column to identify the least-cost path. MWW selects the least-cost path at wavelength granularity, k 3 , which has a cost of just 1 wavelength. MWS selects k 1 based on wavelength-slot cost, and MWR selects k 2 using wavelength-link-slot cost values.
Runtime complexity analysis:
The worst-case runtime complexity of these three assignment-independent route selection heuristics is identical. Resource consumption inspection is bounded by the number of edges in the network topology E, the number of wavelengths consumed throughout the available spectrum W, and across each time-slot in the reservation schedule T. Each wavelengthlink-slot resource must be inspected for complete analysis for each demand, a runtime complexity of OEWT for each request, or OREWT for the set of all R lightpath demands.
B. LPS Resource Assignment
We have developed simple and straightforward heuristics to generate solutions for SLE-λ, SLE-P, and SLE-Pλ, all of which use the K-path selection heuristics described in Section VII.A to determine which physical resources can be used in the spatial domain. Routes, wavelengths, and time-slots are all assigned index values. All heuristics are based on first-fit resource assignment, such that voidfilling is used where possible to consume available resources at lower indices.
Consider the set of resources depicted in Fig. 6 , where the darkly shaded cells represent previously consumed resources and the blank cells represent those available for lightpath assignment. We assume two paths, k 1 and k 2 shown in Fig. 6(a) , are available, as are two wavelengths, fλ 1 ; λ 2 g, and that the reservation is scheduled during t 1 −t 8 . Figure 6 (b) shows how resources are assigned by the first-fit λ-switching (square) and P-switching (circle) heuristics, which we name SW λ and SW P , respectively. SW λ first reserves resource λ 1 on k 1 at t 1 . Since no P-switching is supported, all future resources will be assigned on k 1 . At t 2 , the lowest-indexed wavelength is unavailable, prompting a switch to λ 2 . Because void-filling is employed, the wavelength is switched again back to λ 1 at t 3 , which is consumed until it becomes unavailable again at t 5 . The procedure continues through t 8 . In total, two unique wavelength resources are consumed along one route, and four λ-switches are required for complete scheduling. The SW P heuristic is similar, except no λ-switching is permitted. When resources become unavailable on the current lightpath, an alternate route must be taken, as is done at time-slot t 2 . Once again, the void-filling nature of the heuristic dictates that the path be switched back to the lower index if possible, which occurs at t 3 . The same process continues throughout the reservation window. SW P consumes two separate routes and two wavelengths on each of them. Five P-switches are needed.
When both P-switching and λ-switching are available alternatives to circumventing unavailable resources, a scheduling heuristic must determine which procedure to prioritize. As such, we have developed two additional heuristics to solve SLE-Pλ: SW λ→P , which attempts wavelengthswitching if possible before resorting to path-switching, and SW P→λ , which prioritizes path-switching and only performs wavelength-switching when resources along another route are unavailable. These heuristics are more flexible but more complex than either SLE-P or SLE-λ since logic is required to switch across two degrees of flexibility. The benefits of the additional flexibility are apparent, however, in scenarios in which neither of the single-domain switching heuristics is sufficient, such as the one depicted in Fig. 6(c) . Neither SW λ nor SW P is able to perform the complete assignment given the shown resources; however, the SLE-Pλ heuristics can. At t 2 , the heuristics diverge. Resource λ 1 ; t 2 is unavailable, so switching is required. SW λ→P (upward-pointing triangle) switches wavelengths on the same path, while SW P→λ (downward-pointing triangle) prefers to switch paths. Time-slot t 3 is the first instance where the preferred switching technique is not supportable given resource availability. SW λ→P is unable to remain provisioned along the same path and must switch to k 2 , while SW P→λ is unable to switch paths as is preferred but must instead switch wavelengths to λ 2 . Preferred switching differentiates the approaches again at t 5 and t 8 , and the nonpreferred switching is again forced at t 6 .
Runtime complexity analysis: As support for LPS flexibility increases, lightpath assignment grows in complexity. The heuristics capable of P-switching may try to assign any wavelength on any path at each time-slot if the preferred resource is unavailable, with a worst-case complexity of ORKWT. SW λ only considers resources along the single preselected path, ORWT, while the non-switching baseline operates in ORT.
VIII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
This section provides evaluations of both the optimal ILP solutions and the heuristics described in previous sections. Performance data for SLE-P and SLE-Pλ are evaluated against SLE-λ and baseline SLE. All results assume static traffic input sets of lightpath demands with source and destination nodes uniformly selected from the topology. Temporal overlap of input traffic is characterized by a CF as described in Section III.B, with values f0.1; 0.2; …; 0.9g. All results are averaged across 30 unique input seeds.
A. ILP Analysis
Here we evaluate and compare the optimized solutions obtained through the various objectives of the SLE-P and SLE-Pλ ILPs detailed in Section VI. Similar baseline ILPs for SLE-λ and SLE without path-switching have been formulated and evaluated in [19] . The network under consideration is the same six-node topology shown in Figs. 5 and 6. In consideration of the exponential runtimes of the ILPs, performance examination is possible only for small reservation sets of size R f5; 10; 15g. 5 The full scheduling window has a total duration of 24 time-slots, with no lightpath lasting more than 12. Unlike the heuristics, the ILP solutions benefit from the absence of any routing constraints. Results are computed via the Gurobi optimization software suite, with each data point obtained from a separate job executed on the cluster available at the Massachusetts Green High Performance Computing Center [24] . Each job has been allocated a real-time execution deadline of five days 6 and a collection of eight parallel compute cores on a single host. Table I lists numerical resource consumption data for each ILP solution. 7 All four solutions result in identical wavelength consumption for all objectives considered. The spectral resources are the primary dependent variable of resource allocation, and no LPS approach offers any advantage in this category. The same conclusions cannot be drawn, however, when wavelength-slot granularity is considered. All three LPS options reduce consumption when compared to the non-switching variant by 1%-3% at medium to high CF values. SLE-Pλ and SLE-P perform identically in this category and manage to ever so slightly outperform SLE-λ but only by 0.1%-0.2%. The relative performance disparity here is negligible. Similarly, in terms of wavelength-link-slot consumption, SLE-Pλ and SLE-P edge out SLE-λ and SLE without switching capability. The additional routing flexibility offered by the solutions is helpful but only ever by less than 0.5%. The additional complexity does not therefore seem to offer a significant advantage when traffic is uniformly distributed throughout the network.
Also shown in the table are the degrees to which LPS is harnessed in order to obtain these consumption values. Note that these values are not optimized (they would be equal to zero when optimizing wavelength consumption for instance) but are the effect of free range examination of the solution space of each ILP solution. Trends (but not necessarily values) are consistent across optimization objectives, however, and we have therefore included results for the objective of minimizing wavelength-link-slots. Values shown are averaged across the set of lightpath requests. Only SLE-Pλ and SLE-λ may perform λ-switching, and it seems the latter takes further advantage of spectral flexibility at medium to high CFs. SLE-Pλ and SLE-P can perform P-switching, and again the more restrictive solution takes greater advantage of spatial flexibility. SLE-Pλ splits its switching decisions among both domains, and when comparing the total number of resource-switches (λ-switches plus P-switches), this solution can be observed to double or even triple the amount of switching over SLE-P but only switches slightly more than SLE-λ. Interestingly, 65%-80% of SLE-Pλ switching is in the form of λ-switching. These findings indicate that spectral flexibility may have a greater impact on performance than spatial flexibility and indicate that the addition of spatial flexibility helps performance only marginally. 5 Due to space restrictions, we include only results for R 15. Some data points necessitate extended deadlines to compute. 7 Given space constraints, we omit odd CFs: f0.1; 0.3; 0.5; 0.7; 0.9g.
B. Scaled Heuristic Analysis
Here we present additional findings on realistic core networks (14-node NSFnet mesh topology), larger traffic sets (R 5000), and longer scheduling windows (T 60). ILP analysis is impractical at this scale. We evaluate the path selection heuristics and lightpath resource assignment heuristics presented in Section VII in combination with various K-path set sizes for which K f2; 3; 4g. Wavelength and wavelength-slot consumption are analyzed against the same fixed-route λ-switching bounds presented earlier in Fig. 2 . We remind the reader that a successful application of spatial/spectral flexibility may be determined if the fixed-route performance bound can be beaten. The static set of input demands is sorted by reservation duration: shortest first. To avoid redundancy, only results obtained via the MWS K-path selection scheme are shown. This heuristic has yielded the best performance and most efficient resource consumption for most metrics under consideration. Figure 7 compares the performance of the proposed heuristics when K 2. Wavelength consumption is displayed in Fig. 7(a) . With no LPS capability, the K-path flexibility enables the heuristic to outperform the fixed-route bound. The addition of λ-switching allows even further improvement, although when P-switching is preferred, consumption is even higher than non-switching variant SW Non . When only P-switching is supported, performance is considerably worse and cannot improve beyond the bound. At the highest CF value considered, over 70 additional wavelengths more than the baseline heuristic are required on the network by SW P . Figure 7 (b) evaluates wavelengthslot consumption normalized against SW Non wavelength consumption when K 1 for fair comparison. At this granularity, SW P does improve upon non-switching significantly but is still the worst-performing LPS heuristic by a large margin. Even SW P→λ does not beat the theoretical fixed-route bound for most CF values. On the other hand, SW λ and SW λ→P outperform the bound by a considerable amount, with the slightest advantage going to SW λ→P . LPS is very effective at wavelength-slot granularity, particularly when λ-switching is employed and preferred over P-switching. Figure 7(c) shows the wavelength-link-slot consumption, again normalized against baseline wavelength consumption. The savings achieved so far are observed to come at the cost of increased consumption at this granularity. SW Non serves as a lower bound for performance, indicating that the LPS heuristics are successfully traversing longer paths and harnessing spatial flexibility in addition to their individual resource-switching techniques while constructing lightpath solutions. Despite this, the P-switching heuristics perform poorly compared to the λ-switching alternatives. The λ-switching heuristics exhibit very little additional consumption compared to non-switching, indicating that the tremendous savings at wavelength-slot granularity come with a low trade-off in network-wide resource consumption.
Figures 7(d) and 7(e) show the cost of LPS in terms of average λ-switching and average LPS resource-switching, respectively. Interestingly SW λ→P switches in almost identical quantities to the simpler and more restrictive SW λ and almost never resorts to P-switching at all. The SW P→λ heuristic switches more overall than any other algorithm, mostly invoking the more costly P-switching variety. Worth noting is that switching rates reach up to 20 per request on average. This is interesting because the maximum duration for any lightpath is 30 time-slots. These values indicate that switching is occurring for nearly every time-slot, which may incur a significant overhead. Figure 7 clearly shows that the heuristics which employ a prioritized λ-switching LPS are significantly more resource conservative than those that prioritize P-switching. Figure 8 (a) shows wavelength consumption improvement of both SW Non with K-path routing and SW λ . Increasing K to a value of 2 consistently permits the inflexible heuristic to improve upon itself around 15%. This is superior to SW λ for most CFs when K 1. However, as K increases to be fairly compared against the non-switching approach, improvement above 30% is possible. Increasing K beyond 2 offers no significant benefit. Figure 8(b) gives the same comparisons but for the P-switching heuristics. P-switching on its own actually experiences negative improvement to significant levels if K 2. The incorporation of spatial LPS appears to be less beneficial than a complete absence of any flexibility at all. When K 3, the approach is, however, able to finally net positive improvement at rates approaching SW P→λ . Meanwhile, SW λ→P is consistent with SW λ . Figure 9 offers the same comparisons at wavelength-slot granularity. The addition of K-path flexibility supports 10%-15% improvement alone, while λ-switching is able to achieve 30%-40% betterment when K 1 and 40%-50% when K 2. Additional paths offer almost no additional advantage. The heuristics capable of P-switching achieve modest improvement but require three paths to fall anywhere near what λ-switching can achieve with just one. Wavelength-Slot (%) In the complete absence of spectral LPS as a supplement, P-switching is only able to achieve around 30% improvement over the baseline, assuming K 3. Consistently, spectral LPS supports greater resource consumption reduction than spatial LPS, although incorporating some spatial flexibility is worthwhile indeed.
IX. CONCLUSION
We have presented and investigated SLE with LPS capabilities to determine if switching resources at time-slot granularity is effective for reducing consumption and improving utilization. We have proven that the SLE-P and SLE-Pλ LPS problems belong to the complexity class NP-complete and are therefore unlikely to yield efficient generalized solutions. We have presented optimization models for small inputs and efficient void-filling heuristics for scaled inputs and determined that LPS provides significant savings potential at wavelength-slot granularity and small savings potential at wavelength granularity with only small overhead at wavelength-link-slot granularity. Given our evaluations, we are confident in stating that P-switching, while more flexible than no LPS at all, cannot approach λ-switching performance by any measure. Furthermore, when both switching techniques are employed in combination, λ-switching provides more significant potential for resource consumption reduction. When K-path routing is employed, the spectral LPS flexibility harnessed through λ-switching has a larger impact upon wavelength-slot utilization alone than spatial flexibility does on its own. Given the additional complexity and overhead from P-switching, SLE-λ is a suitable and cheaper alternative, particularly when K 2. Future extensions include expanding LPS scope to combine the spatial and spectral flexibility presented herein with additional temporal flexibility of AR lightpath requests with sliding scheduling windows. Further, the abundant LPS switching overhead, which presents itself as the side effect of efficient resource consumption, may be mitigated through the employment of heuristics that promote lightpath affinity through a reduction in void-filling frequency. Fig. 9 . Relative LPS wavelength-slot consumption improvement over baseline SLE.
